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The present volume of the Platonic Colloquia series is devoted to Plato’s dia-
logue Theaetetus1, which was already rated by the ancient philosophers among
the so called tentative (peirastikoÐ) dialogues, as it has been reported by Diogenes
Laertius2. Thrasyllos, who has arranged the Plato’s dialogues in the tetralogies,
has placed Theaetetus in the second tetralogy — after the Cratylus and before the
Sophist and the Politicus — and it was probably him who gave it the subtitle
On the Knowledge (perÈ âpist mhc)3. The anonymous commentary to this dialo-
gue mentions also that there were some thinkers among the Platonic philosophers
who thought that the dialogue concerned the criterion, with which the anonymous
author disagreed. The author claims that the dialogue concerns the simple and
uncompounded knowledge (perÈ âpist mhc [. . . ] t¨c �pl¨c kaÈ �sunjètou). Accor-
ding to the anonymous writer there were also other philosophers who thought that
the subject of the dialogue was the knowledge itself, but it established what the
knowledge was not, by contrast with the next dialogue Sophist, where some positive
judgments about âpist mh were made4. The critical attitude and the lack of the

1 The previous volumes: PARMENIDHS;SOFISTHS, M. Manikowski (ed.), Wrocław 2003;
Kolokwia Platońskie. TIMAIOS, A. Olejarczyk, M. Manikowski (red.), Wrocław 2004; Kolokwia
Platońskie. FILHBOS, A. Pacewicz (red.), Wrocław 2006. It is worth stressing that the The-
aetetus was discussed in a separate monograph in Polish: Z. Danek, Myślę więc nie wiem. Próba
interpretacji Platońskiego dialogu „Teajtet”, Łódź 2000.
2 Diogenes Laertius, Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers III 51, 2-3 (next as DL).
3 Ibid. III 58, 5-8. See also DL II 29, 2. The grammarian Aristophanes divided the dialogues

into trilogies and the Theaetetus was placed in the fourth trilogy among the Euthyphro and the
Apology. See DL III 62, 3. In the contemporary literature, the following scholars are in favour of
the trilogical division: F.M. Cornford (Plato’s Theory of Knowledge, New York 1957, p. 1) and
D. Sedley (The Midwife of Platonism. Text und Subtext in Plato’s „Theaetetus”, Oxford 2004,
p. 2.). The last one links the Theaetetus with the Sophist and the Politicus.
4 Anonymous, Commentarius in Platonis Theaetetum 2, 11-40. See. Anonymer Kommentar zu

Platons Theaetet, (hrsg.) H. Diels, W. Schubart, Berlin 1905. The latest edition: Commentarium
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positive judgments were also the reason why Plato was perceived as an ancestor
of the sceptical philosophy, i.e., ‘the Academician’ as the ancient put it5.
Theaetetus was also placed in a very interesting way in the other divisions

of Plato’s dialogues, which were made by the later ancient literary commentators
of the founder of the Academy. Albinus, a representative of the middle-platonism,
in his Introduction to Plato’s Philosophy defines the dialogue as lìgoc, which con-
sists of the questions and answers, it concerns the political and philosophical issues
and it is distinguished by the characters and an artistic style of the prose6. Next,
this l’ogoc is divided into what resides in the soul (ândi�jetoc) and what is uttered
(proforikìc)7. This division has its origin exactly in the Theaetetus, in which thin-
king (tä dianoeØsjai) is defined as lìgoc, which the soul addresses to itself. When
the soul expresses what it has achieved in the course of the deliberations, the belief
(dìxa) comes into being8.
In the third book of his Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers, which is

devoted to Plato’s philosophy, Diogenes Laertius proposes to divide the dialogues
into the expository and the searching ones. The latter are divided into exercising
and competing ones, while the former are further divided into the midwifery and
the tentative one. It seems that the Theaetetus is a good candidate to be a mi-
dwifery dialogue, but among those were also counted the Alcibiades, the Theages,
the Lysis and the Laches, whereas Theaetetus is found, as already said, to be the
tentative one9. It is hard to say with absolute certainty why it is done so, but one
of the hypothesis says that the whole subdivision of the searching dialogues could
be made with the reference to the discussed dialog. Furthermore, every element
of the subdivision does not concern the whole work, but only some of its parts or
some stages of its discussion10.
There are five characters in the dialogue. One of them, Terpsion, is almost

unknown to us. We know only that he came from Megara and was Socrates’ friend,
who accompanied Socrates in the last moments of his life. Euclides also came from

in Platonis Theaetetum, (ed.) G. Bastianini, D. Sedley [in:] Corpus dei Papiri Filosofici, part
III: Commentari, Florence 1995. Regarding the interpretation mentioned by Proklos, see the
M. Komorowski’s paper, Proclos on Plato’s „Theatetus” in the present volume.
5 Anonymous, Commentarius... 54, 38-43. It is also confirmed by the anonymous Prolegomena

to Platonic Philosophy. See Anonymous Prolegomena to Platonic Philosophy 10, 4-5, L.G. We-
sterink (ed.), Amsterdam 1962.
6 Albinus, Introductio in Platonem I 16-19. With regard to more information on Albinus’

philosophy see for example: O. Nüsser, Albins Prolog und die Dialogtheorie des Platonismus,
Stuttgard 1991; K. Pawłowski, Filozofia średniego platonizmu w formule Albinusa ze Smyrny, s.l.
1998.
7 Ibid. II 2-3. See also O. Nüsser, Albins Prolog...; A. Głodkowska, Starożytna teoria Platoń-

skiego dialogu [w:] W kręgu Platona i jego dialogów, (red.) W. Wróblewski, Toruń 2005, s. 41-53.
8 Plato, Theaetetus 189e 4–190a 4 and 206d 1-5; cf. also Plato, Sophist 206e 3-9.
9 DL III 49, 1-9 and III 51, 1-3. Together with the Theaetetus there were Euthyphro, Meno,

Ion and Charmides.
10 The division presented by Diogenes Laertius coincides to great extent with the contents of
the III-rd chapter of Albinus’ Introduction. This question is discussed in the following works:
O. Nüsser, Albins Prolog..., s. 101-143; H. Tarrant, Thrasyllan Platonism, Ithaca-London 1993,
p. 46-57 and J. Mansfeld, Prolegomena. Questions to be settled before the study of an author, or
a text, Leiden-New York-Köln, p. 74-107.
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Megara and was also a witness of Socrates’ death. He established in his native
country the philosophic school called the ‘Megarian’, where a lot of attention was
given to eristic and dialectic, which is why the Megarics where also called the
‘Eristics’ or the ‘Dialectics’11. We do not know much about the Euclides’ teaching,
as all information is only fragmentary and indirect. Cycero, for example, informs
us about Euclides’ view on the good and the bad: „Next, it was Euclides from
Megara, a disciple of Socrates, whose successors were called the Megarics, and who
said that the only good was what was one, similar and the same”12.
Theodoros and Theaetetus were the greatest mathematicians of their times. The

former came from Kyrene and was probably a Pythagorean13. Diogenes Laertius
mentions that he taught Plato mathematics14. We know from the Theaetetus that
he was Protagoras’ diciple and took up not only geometry, but also astronomy,
arithmetic, music and other issues15. He extended the range of the discoveries
concerning the mathematical incommensurability. The Pythagoreans have only di-
scovered the incommensurability of the square root of 2, whereas Theodorus proved
it for the numbers from 3 to 17. But he did not presumably formulate any defi-
nition of the incommensurable number and he did not prove any general theorem
concerning it16.
Theaetetus appears in the dialogue as a young man, who looks to that degree

like Socrates that the latter could look at him as if he would look at himself17. But
this resemblance concerns not only the outward appearance, but also the inter-
nal sphere, especially in the intellectual and moral aspects. Similarly to Socrates,
he is at the outset nice, willing to collaboration and owns up to have no know-
ledge. Likewise, he has good memory and is very precise in the discussion. He is
neither afraid nor ashamed to become refuted in his arguments. He uses a typi-
cally Socratic motive of ‘hearing from someone’. He is characterized by the same
exceptional courage in the battle and similar love to Athens18. Being an excel-

11 G. Reale, Storia della filosofia antica, vol. 1: Dalle origini a Socrate, Milano 1996 (I used
the Polish translation of this work: G. Reale, Historia filozofii starożytnej, t. 1: Od początków do
Sokratesa, tłum. E.I. Zieliński, Lublin 1993, s. 436). The latest collection of Euclides’ fragments
is to be found in Socratis et Socraticorum Reliquiae, G. Giannantoni (coll.), vol. I, Napoli 1990,
p. 377-388 (henceforth as SSR)
12Cycero, Lucullus 129, 13-16 = SSR II A 31 (transl. A.P.). A similar report can be found in
Diogenes Laertius (II 106, 9 = SSR II A 30): „He claimed that the good is one and it is described
by the many names: it is prudence once, the god, the intellect and something other some other
time”.
13 Iamblichus, On the Pythagorean Way of Life XXXVI 267, 20.
14 DL II 103, 12. It could take place in the course of the Plato’s journey to Egypt or during the
Theodoros’ stay in Athens. See T. Heath, A History of Greek Mathematics, vol. I: From Thales
to Euclid, Oxford 1921, p. 202.
15 Plato, Theaetetus 145c–d.
16 See T. Heath, A History..., vol. I, p. 203.
17 Plato, Theaetetus 143e–144e.
18 See R. Blondell, The Play of Character in Plato’s Dialogues, Cambridge 2002, p. 261-265.
In this work, a broader analysis of the similarity of both characters is also to be found. Blondel
adverts (p. 269) that such a close similarity can be a basis for an interpretation of Socrates’
discussion with Theaetetus as a Socrates’ conversation with himself. The conception ‘conversation
with oneself’ is present also in other parts of this dialogues.
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lent mathematician, he developed the field of knowledge especially in the theory
of incommensurable numbers and his achievements are to be found in the 10th
book of Euclides’ Elements19. We are informed about these achievements, among
others, from Plato’s dialogue. It is there that the division of the numbers into squ-
are (tetr�gwnoc �rijmìc) and rectangular ones (prom khc �rijmìc) is introduced,
together with the division of the segments into the units of length (m kh) and the
possibilities (dun�meic)20 that are incommensurable with them. Owing to his re-
searches, he could formulate a definition of the incommensurable number and he
proved that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the numbers and the
points in the line21. He made also discoveries in the field of geometry. There is
a reference in the book of Suda that Theaetetus built all five, so called, Platonic
solids, but from the scholium to Elements of Euclides we learn that three of those
solids were made by Pythagoreans (tetrahedron, cube, dodecahedron) and only two
(octahedron, icosahedron) by Theaetetus22. Thus, we have presented the main issue
which is considered in the Theaetetus. However, two other interpretive strategies,
which were present in the Antiquity, are also worth mentioning. It is reported in
the anonymous Commentary to the „Theaetetus” that the representatives of the
so-called New Academy though that this dialogue bears testimony that Plato was
a sceptic, because he rejected every theory of the wisdom as well as the theory of
the number. The Anonymous author does not agree with this thesis. According to
him, Plato undermined only the false theories of knowledge, as human beings can
gain knowledge about themselves and the whole reality, when they cleanse their
souls. It is due to the fact that body renders it difficult for the soul to recognize the
truth. People, who have freed their souls and who are called the heaven dwellers
have insight into the noetic sphere23.

***

This volume comprises fourteen studies, which represent a wide spectrum of
interpretations. Some of the texts concern the dialogue directly, while some discuss
its reception till 20th century. The considerations have philosophical as well as
philological character. The whole work is divided into three parts in accordance
with the chronological order24.
The first part commences with M. Wesoły’s article Subject, Composition and

Peirastics of the Plato’s „Theaetetus”. The author claims that just as in Plato’s
early dialogues, where the Socratic inquiry concerned the essence of various virtues

19 T. Heath, A History..., vol. I, p. 209. See also B.L. van der Waerden, Science Awakening,
transl. A. Dresden, Groningen 1954, p. 168; W.B. Knorr, The Evolution of the Euclidean Ele-
ments. A Study of the Theory of Incommensurable Magnitudines and Its Significance for Early
Greek Geometry, Dodrecht-Boston 1975, p. 62-108; Z. Król, Platon i podstawy matematyki współ-
czesnej. Pojęcie liczby u Platona, Nowa Wieś 2005, s. 145, s. 1. A different view takes A. Szabó,
The Beginnings of Greek Mathematics, transl. A.M. Ungar, Budapest 1978, p. 85-86.
20 Plato, Theaetetus 147e–148b.
21 Z. Jordan, O matematycznych podstawach systemu Platona, Poznań 1937, s. 53-56.
22 Suda Q 93; Scholia to Euclid’s „Elements” XIII 1, 1-9.
23 Anonymous, Commentary... 10, 17-43.
24 This part of the introduction is based on the summaries written by the authors.
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and led the interlocutors — mainly Sophists — to self-contradiction, so here too,
Plato comes back in the Theaetetus to the Socratic dialectic, it being neverthe-
less neither elenctic nor aporetic, but rather peirastic and maieutic in its form.
The matter of dispute, however, is not ethical or political, but is referred to the
definition of what is âpist mh (a science as the long-lasting cognition). Historical
Socrates, as can be seen in Plato’s Apology, questioned the politics, craftsman and
poets about the human wisdom (sofÐa), whereas the later Platonic Socrates qu-
estioned mathematicians in the Theaetetus about the issue that is coincident this
wisdom, namely about science (âpist mh). This dialog is an effect of so-called ‘So-
cratic syndrom’, that is the effect of the continuous questioning of human wisdom
and knowledge, to which the Athenian philosopher devoted his whole life and for
which he died. It is a sophisticated performance of a sort of squabble or a match
between a dialectician and a mathematician, who is a representative of the sciences,
and who can not formulate an appropriate definition of âpist mh, it being proved
in the peirasic and maieutic way. Socrates, an elenctician and aporetician, became
with the time an eidetician, i.e., a man, who investigates ideas-forms. Still, in the
Theaetetus there is no theory of ideas, because the dialogue was probably written
after the Parmenides, in which the theory was challenged. It is crucial that one
recognizes the peirastic strategy in the Theaetetus, which consists in the testing
and verifying in the discussion the competences which those people, who are re-
garded as the experts in the given field, claim to possess. It is from this form of
dialectic that Aristotle derived the Socratic ignorance, it being a sort of deliberate
interrogation. It was appropriate then that the characterization of the Theaetetus
in Antiquity as a peirastikäc perÈ âpist mhc dialogue. The complex subject of the
dialogue, its clever dramatic composition and the Socratic meaning are recognized
on account of it, because Theaetetus is one of the most intriguing philosophical
dramas with regard to the form (stylistics, composition of the arguments and so-
phisticated digressions) as well as the content (task’s compounding, abundance of
the difficulties and aporias). The issue is taken hold of in five thematic threats:
(1) ‘Socrates’ syndrom’: a contest between a mathematician and a dialectician

for âpist'mh;
(2) a succinct insight into the problematic contest;
(3) the Socratic suppositions around âpist mh;
(4) some splendid threats and digressions;
(5) Plato the Academician: a dogmatists or a sceptic?
The main subject of K. Pawłowski’s article The Existential Dimension of Philo-

sophical Wisdom in Plato’s „Theaetetus”. Moral and Spiritual Aspects of Socrates’
Maieutics concerns the specific manner in which the Platonics experience reality
(in all its aspects) and the kind of sensitivity that makes them able to undergo
such experiences. As it turns out, this type of sensitivity that is characteristic of
the Platonics, does not confine itself to some sort of intellectual capacity or nobi-
lity of mind which enable a philosopher to learn the Truth only at an intellectual
level. Its indispensable component comprises moral and spiritual nobleness that
naturally direct the philosopher to the supernatural values. Philosophical Truth
possesses not only a rational dimension, but also some moral and spiritual ones. It
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cannot be grasped by intellect alone — even though the intellect is the most capa-
ble in this area. An appropriate kind of moral and spiritual sensitivity is needed:
the sensitivity to Beauty and Goodness, which are unattainable by purely intellec-
tual means. Beauty, Goodness and Truth are inseparably intertwined. Beauty and
Goodness are the moral and spiritual reverse of the Truth. The endeavor to reach
the one brings us closer to the other. A philosophical investigation of the mystery
of reality transforms itself at the highest level into an existential initiation (into
Truth, but, at the same time, also into Beauty and Goodness), through which the
philosopher not only learns the Truth by means of intellect, but also experiences it
spiritually, in all depth of her humanity. This process results in the philosopher’s
personal spiritual an moral development and in directing his endeavors towards
what is supernatural and, thus, godly. Hence, the platonic ideal of assimilation
to god, but also Socrates’ maieutics. The latter, as it seems, is nothing else than
the art of awakening the natural sensitivity to the Truth, Beauty and Goodness
(intellectual, moral as well as spiritual) which are distinctive for human beings.

E. Osek, in the article Self-Knowledge in „Theaetetus”, remarks that the self-
knowledge appears in terms such as „examining ourselves” (155a, 203a), „discove-
ring by themselves” (150d), „seizing in myself” (145e), „showing yourself” (145b),
„learning from himself” (198e), „containing in myself” (210b). The reflexive pro-
noun in phrases like these means ‘the soul’ or ‘the self’. Knowledge, defined in gene-
rally as ‘what every soul contains’ (197d), is to be obtained only by the soul „all by
itself”, i.e., ‘without any empirical experiences’, and ‘not through the body’. The
Greek expression „all by itself” (aÎt  kaj> aÍt n) contains the reflexive pronoun
too. Many a time does Socrates in the dialogue argue that there is no knowledge
in the perception at all, and identifies knowledge (âpist mh) with wisdom (sofÐa,
frìnhsic), virtue (�ret ), truth (�l jeia), and cognition (gnÀsic). Knowledge in
such an understanding is different from ‘thinking’ (tä dianoeØsjai) and ‘judging’
(tä dox�zein), both being described as ‘intrinsic discourse’ or ‘talking to himself’
(189e–190a), and allegorized in the literary form of dialogue between Socrates and
Theaetetus, the young man being like Socrates. It is not clear why cognition (se-
izing knowledge) and thinking/judgment are two distinct activities of the soul and
why there is no knowledge in the true judgment (dìxa �lejàc met� lìgou), al-
though the knowledge is in the calculations (�nalogÐsmata or sullogismìc). The
ideal of godlikeness (176b) in the Digression and the description of Socrates’ art
of spiritual midwifery (i.e. dialectics) are linked by the notion of wisdom (iden-
tified with knowledge) and by the god of Socrates. A man-like-god achieves the
virtues of justice and piety with wisdom, that is, with knowledge of what is justice
and piety itself. The God in the Digression and the god of Socrates’ divine mis-
sion seem to be the one and the same. Socrates, compelled by the god, examines
the souls of men with his dialectics and frees them from their illusions. Socrates’
divine ability usually does not produce knowledge in the souls of the examined
ones, but only purifies them so as to give them a chance for „the better embryo
thoughts” (210b), identical probably with the knowledge and the wisdom of the
Digression. Another consequence of the midwifery strategy is self-consciousness of
lacking knowledge (‘not to fancy you know what you do not know’, 210c), different
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from the perfect knowledge, but attributed to Socrates himself. By helping others
with self-knowledge Socrates accomplishes the god’s will.
P. Paczkowski in a paper, On the Picture of the Philosopher in Plato’s „Theaete-

tus” 172c–177c, presents, how the philosopher was seen in antiquity and the bio-
graphical tradition, which originated on this basis. An anecdote on Thales (174a–b)
is used by Plato to show a certain way of life, namely bÐoc filìsofoc. This ideal
way of life was also developed by Plato’s pupils in the Academy, and jewrÐa, which
was deprived of the practical dimension, became a characteristic feature of the
philosophical life. A competing model of life came into being in the Lyceum and
it was popularised in a similar way, namely by the stories about the presocratic
philosophers, who accomplished it.
The main subject of J. Gajda-Krynicka’s article Plato’s „Theaetetus”: Introduc-

tion to the Theory of Judgement is an attempt to place the dialog in the so-called
relative chronology of Plato’s writings on the one hand and to establish the main
aspect of its content on the other. The half-hearted subject of the discussion be-
tween Socrates, Theodorus, Theaetetus and Protagoras, who is summoned from the
‘House of Hades’, is a question what the knowledge is. The discussion ends with
an ostensible failure which many literary commentators assume to be due to this
dialogue’s taking on an aporetic or peirastic character. The paper tries also to show
that this aporeticness is constructive. It is Plato’s intentional literary effort, which
is evidence to the philosophical polemic with the Protagorean concept of ÊsosjeneÐa
as well as Aristotle’s nominalism and which reflects this stage of Plato’s philosophi-
cal evolution, where, having rejected the theory of ideas, he entered the so-called
middle period of his literary activity. At that time, Plato still did not develop a new
theory of the first being. The inquiry, what the knowledge is, could not be settled
in a positive manner, because this dialogue had to be written in the period where
Plato discredited the proper subject of knowledge, namely the ideas as the eternal
and unchanging beings. It is the cause that the knowledge about the phenomena
— the objects of the sense-perception — cannot be verified. It is only the beliefs
that are stated on these kinds of objects and these are not the propositions in the
sense accepted in dialogue Sophist, where the subject of the true proposition, which
determines the possibility of the objectivization of knowledge, cannot be a thing,
which the predicate ‘being’ does not concern. This kind of proposition — lìgoc,
which would not be defined until the Sophist, can be formulated only with the spe-
cial dialectical procedures - lìgoi kaÈ logismoÐ — and its subject has to be a ‘true’
— ‘being’ object. An epistemological and methodological aspect of the Theaetetus
places this dialogue after the Parmenides and before the Sophist.
The sixth article — J. Jaskóła’s „Theaetetus” — Intra-language Criterion of

Truth in the Recognized World — is written in the form of a commentary to the
individual parts of Plato’s dialogue. The Author believes the dialogue to express an
effect of Plato’s struggle with the sophists and his own philosophy, which was still in
the process of becoming. It is the one of the many attempts to go from the subjective
beliefs to the objective truth. In the Theaetetus, it is said that there are some
limitations of all statements. Plato set himself two targets. Firstly, to show that he
is able to point out, better than the sophists, the cause of the force of the language,
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because they rest on beliefs as the very principle, while he rests on the truth. But
he suffers a defeat, which he surmounts only in the Sophist. Secondly, to show
that the elenctic method is not a sophistic one. He concentrates on the dialectic
and it appears that the openness and peculiar incompleteness of understanding (its
indeterminacy for example) is not an evidence of its imperfection, but it is based
on reality. Its bond with that is established and a difference in the way of its being
results from the fact that an understanding is always determined by the gap. An
order of the being does not settle language’s correspondence but its difference. The
lack of the understanding that a fact causes that the language, which is to become
like things, has to be treated as the interpretation of those things, which is in turn
the cause of the paradoxes that lead to deny the rationality of being. Plato shows
that confronting oneself with the limits of language, and the dialectical solution
of the problem, which is based on its ontology, will be put forward in the later
Parmenides, Sophist and Philebus.
In the article On Possibility of Geometry as âpist mh. Plato’s „Theaetetus”

147c–148e and 152a–c, M. Janocha tries to answer the question whether the issue
of measure in geometry and the question of conditions to be the âpist mh are
mutually interrelated. He compares two fragments of Plato’s Theaetetus, of which
the first contains the so-called ‘lecture on squares’ and the other contains the famous
homo-mensura thesis of Protagoras. He also polemicizes with the Z. Danek’s theses,
which are framed in the work entitled Myślę, więc nie wiem..., in which the proper
interpretation of the notion ‘sensation’ plays the most important role.
The last paper, which concerns the text of the Plato’s dialogue — M. Gło-

wala’s, Spelling a name. Clarity and lìgoc in „Theaetetus” 207a–e — focuses on
some properties of spelling a name as Plato’s key example of lìgoc, conceived as
di� stoiqeÐou dièxodoc (Theaetetus 207a–e). The properties of this example shed im-
portant light on some key interrelated concepts of the philosophy of mind, namely
the concepts of lìgoc, of an act of knowledge (âpist mh), of clarity, and, finally,
on the Greek idea of element (stoiqeØon). The author begins with a presentation of
three properties of lìgoc and lègein, namely:
(i) that lègein is some kind of actuality and activity, and so is thinking and,

especially, an act of knowledge;
(ii) that this activity consists essentially in making something clear (âmfan¨c

poieØn);
(iii) that this activity consists essentially in formulating something, namely

lìgoc of the thing, in which the thing becomes clear, so that lìgoc itself can be
said to be some kind of clarity coming from the one who thinks or knows.
Then, spelling a name is considered to be a peculiar kind of telling the name

and making it clear. Moreover, ten properties of spelling a name are presented as
a way of making it clear and the clarity about the name comes from the spelling
a person’s name. It is crucial that the one who spells the name makes the name
itself clear and its letters at the same time, or by one and the same clarity coming
from him; this unity of clarity is a key property of an act of knowledge. Finally,
the paper addresses the question how this example of clarifying can be applied to
other cases, especially to those indicated by Plato in Theaetetus 207a–c (the case of
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carriage). A more systematic answer to this question requires a better recognition
of the nature of the elements or the letters in the act of spelling.
Along with M. Matuszak’s article — On Potential and Actual Knowledge in

Plato’s „Theaetetus” and Aristotle’s Philosophy — we touch upon the sphere of re-
ception of the Theaetetus in the philosophical tradition. The authoress undertakes
the problem of the difference between ‘to have’ (êqein) and ‘to own’ (kekt¨sjai)
knowledge, which is presented by Plato, when giving the example of wearing and
not wearing clothes and the example of dovecote. This difference is in principle
a difference between the potential and actual knowledge. The authoress tries to
answer question, how this Aristotelian distinction can be related to Plato’s tho-
ught in the Theaetetus. Two opposed, yet in a way, notions are considered: kt¨ma �
qr¨sic and éxic � ânèrgeia. The latter one is especially in the limelight, because it is
related directly to the knowledge. The knowledge is a disposition (éxic), which after
being „set in motion” (ânèrgeia) becomes „the knowledge in action” or „in use”.
A threefold relation of human being to virtue and the possibility of committing
a mistake in Plato’s and Aristotle’s philosophy are considered afterwards. Finally,
attention is given to the fact that Aristotle consistently enough distinguishes be-
tween the skill-knowledge, which concerns theory and the skill-knowledge, which
forms the basis for action.
In the article Protagoras at Sextus Empiricus (PH I 216) and Plato’s „Theaete-

tus” Z. Nerczuk stresses that the works of the ancient sceptics are a very important
source for reconstruction of this philosopher’s thoughts, whose works are now mis-
sing. It also contains the fragments and a doxographical tradition concerning the
sophists and among them Protagoras. The problems, which rise during reconstruc-
tion of his thought, force to draw peculiar attention to Sextus as a source and
perspective, of what was written. A comparison of Sextus’ and Plato’s reports al-
lows to discern similarities. Similarly to Plato, Sextus lays stress on Protagoras’
homo-mensura thesis and two other matters connected with this thesis: variabi-
lity of things and ‘privacy’ of perceiving. The presentations of all these questions
are highly parallel to Plato, despite a typical of a sceptical work modification of
notions, over-interpretation and extraction from the dialogical context. On these
grounds, it can be concluded that Theaetetus was regarded in the late Antiquity
as a reliable source of information on Protagoras’ thought and it does not matter
whether Sextus was an author of this report or whether he has taken it from some
other, earlier source, which could have a form of a crib for example. But it should
be stressed that Sextus’ draft is only an interpretation of Theaetetus’ contents and
it cannot be taken into consideration as an independent source, as it is practiced
by many scholars.
M. Komorowski’s article Proclus on Plato’s „Theaetetus” closes the short series

of papers devoted to a reception of Plato’s dialogue in Antiquity. An analysis con-
cerns the presence of the dialogue in Proclus’ commentaries to Plato’s Parmenides
and to the first book of Euclides’ Elements. There are eight places, where the au-
thor refers to the Theaetetus, but two of them are repetitions. It seems that they
contribute nothing important to the disquisition of the neoplatonic philosopher. In
the second commentary, there are only two such places, and both are in the first
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part of the Introduction to this work. An analysis of both, shows that they are
erudite embellishments. Taking into consideration those remarks in Theaetetus of
other Proclus’ works it can be found that he knew this dialogue excellently, because
he quoted it from memory. This splendid knowledge of the dialogue is surely based
on the fact that it was required that every junior research worker in the neoplatonic
school should know it. The remarks are not a sufficient base to confirm a hypothesis
that Proclus wrote a commentary to the Theaetetus, which was lost.
Together with A. Noras’ paper Plato’s „Theaetetus” according to Paul Natorp

the burden of discussion is transferred on the presence of Plato’s dialogue in mo-
dern philosophy. Researches into Plato were one of the most important issue in the
so-called „Marburg school”, which was found by among others Paul Natorp. It was
so, because the philosophers of the school regarded the issue of founding cognition
as the most important philosophical question. Natorp’s fundamental work concer-
ning Plato is Platos Ideenlehre. Eine Einführung in den Idealismus25, which was
complemented by Metacritical Supplement and Notes in its second edition. Deli-
berations in Theaetetus are in close relationship to Plato’s Gorgias and Phaedrus.
Four groups of issues can be distinguished in the analyzed dialogue:
(1) a problem of ideas,
(2) a criticism of senses,
(3) a new notion of cognition,
(4) dogmatism of ‘true representations’.
From the realm of German philosophy we travel to Polish philosophy. T. Mróz’s

paper Plato’s Dialogue „Theaetetus” in the Dispute between Stefan Pawlicki and
Wincenty Lutosławski. The dispute on Theaetetus between Pawlicki and Lutosław-
ski, two most eminent Polish Platonic scholars at the turn of the nineteenth and
the twentieth centuries, is one of the aspects of personal conflict between them:
their competition for the University chair in Cracow, different methods in inve-
stigating Plato’s philosophy and diverse visions of philosophy as such. They were
among the first in Poland to undertake methodological reflection on the history of
philosophy. Their works on Plato’s philosophy are of great erudition; Pawlicki had
a wide knowledge of the culture of Antiquity, and Lutosławski was an expert on
the literary output of the dialogues of that time. The dispute on Theaetetus, which
together with Phaedrus rose many controversies, touched upon chronological qu-
estions and the methods of establishing dialogues’ chronology. Pawlicki considered
Theaetetus to be written ca. 394-391, while Lutosławski regarded it as a mature
work, written in 367 or some time later. This conclusion was an effect of his re-
search on the language statistics, which Pawlicki rejected. Lutosławski ascribed to
Plato the priority over Aristotle in creating a system of categories, he also empha-
sized the importance of the soul in the late Platonic philosophy. Pawlicki criticized
Lutosławski’s interpretation and traced all the misinterpretations and faults made
by Lutosławski. They also disagreed on the aim of Socratic defense of Protago-
ras. The later development of Platonic studies proved Lutosławski’s chronological
conclusions to be correct. On the other hand, Pawlicki was right in criticizing some
25 An English translation: P. Natorp, Plato’s Theory of Ideas. An Introduction to Idealism,
(transl.) V. Politis, J. Connolly, Sankt Augustine 2004.
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interpretative speculations of his countryman. Their works represented the highest
level of that time; they were perfectly acquainted with the writings on Plato. Even
though Pawlicki repeatedly underestimated more recent investigations. They repre-
sent two opinions on the dialogues. The same opinions are expressed also nowadays:
genetic-evolutionary and the so-called unitarian.
Though Misiek’s paper The Beginnings of Mathematics deals with the early

history of mathematics it is included in the present volume as an appendix be-
cause it pertains to the interpretation of Plato’s philosophy and thus to the main
topic of the volume. His main idea is that the concept of mathematical sense sho-
uld be applied as a tool in an analysis of historical sources pertaining to this
discipline. This means that the results of historico-philological research on the hi-
story of mathematics should be evaluated as to whether they have mathematical
sense or not. Concerning the concept of sense Misiek applies knowledge from the
discipline usually called the foundations of mathematics, which lies on the border-
line between mathematics and philosophy. Starting from this knowledge he argues
that development of mathematics passed through three fundamental stages: the
pre-mathematical stage of calculus, the stage of finitistic mathematics and finally,
the stage of infinitistic mathematics. Thus he obtains a pattern of development of
mathematics which is independent of historical sources. Every stage has its own pe-
cularities. For instance, the concept of sense is different at every stage and broader
at higher ones. It is also shown that classical logic emerges only within infinitistic
mathematics when objects of this science are understood as non-physical ‘platonic’
objects. This characteristic of all stages makes it possible to assess in many cases to
which stage particular source belongs and even to discover that some well known
texts pertain to the history of mathematics, even if they were generally considered
as non-mathematical. Such an approach, if correct, leads to serious corrections in
the field of the history of early mathematics. Indirectly it also sheds new light on
philosophical problems which have an affinity to early mathematics. Thus Misiek’s
paper opens new areas of discussion and reconsidering issues that seemed to have
been decided long ago.




